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Autonomic Nervous System (ANS)

The autonomic nervous system (ANS) is a control system in the
body with far-reaching influences, including maintenance of
heart rate, digestion, respiration rate, perspiration, shifting of attention, signaling of anticipation and salience, biasing of
memory, and more. Neurophysiological factors implicated in
autism can cause or contribute to significant problems in modulating autonomic arousal to social and sensory stimuli that are
novel or unpredictable (Dawson & Lewy, 1989; Kinsbourne,
1987). Moreover, using physiological measurements under controlled observational conditions Goodwin et al. (2006) found
there can be a chasm separating what a person diagnosed with
an autism spectrum disorder (ASD) experiences on the inside
and what is communicated visibly on the outside. In that study,
individuals on the autism spectrum were found to have unusually high heart rates on average compared to typically developing controls, but in most cases looked perfectly calm on the outside despite overly aroused internal physiological states. This
gap between a person's internal pattern of activity and what is
viewed externally can lead to miscommunication, misunderstanding, and a variety of problems in interacting with people.

Objectives

To develop low-cost tools enabling comfortable, wireless, ultradense accurate measurement and communication of in-situ ANS
data for people on the autism spectrum while they go about
natural activities.

Hypotheses

MIT Sensors: Wireless Heart rate, skin
conductance, & motion detection
Small, light (2g), Long battery life, Flexible wireless protocol - IEEE
Traditional sensing
802.15.4, Supports multiple sensors.
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Experimental Design and Methods

>>Sensor form-factor design and construction
We have a working prototype for sensing skin conductance and motion off the wrist
that is comfortable, and wirelessly and continuously collects data even when flapping
the arms or moving around. We will also include a wrist-worn heart rate Photoplethysmography (PPG) sensor, a power switch and communication control mechanisms.
>>Wireless testing
We use a state-of-the-art commercially-available radio module that is tiny, robust, fits
under a small wrist-worn band and receives accurate data from mutiple sensors in our
laboratory and home environments.
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>>Continuous data collection
Using a within-individual time series design, we will gather continuous ANS and
physical activity signals daily for 1 month in a classroom for children diagnosed with
ASD (n=10) and age/sex-matched typically developing children (n=10).

A toy can recieve the wireless data and represent it
visually in a fun and interactive way. If one bear
shakes hands with another
they become partners and
the bear displays its
partner’s data.

Baby shoes with integrated sensors on the sole
of the foot could be used
to gather and analyze
physiological data on infants with or at risk for
autism.

>>Software design
We will extend our basic software utilities that collect and display raw sensor data to
allow interaction that is intuitive for people with easily overloaded cognitive abilities
and who may have limited motor control.

>>Data analysis
(1) descriptive time series statistics for each participant across observations; (2) aggregate data both within and across individuals; (3) spectral analyses on the times series
of each participant; (4) dynamic cluster analysis to identify ANS patterns within ASD
and typically developing groups.
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